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A symmetric coherent system (or k-out-of-n system) is a system composed of n 
components CO,, CO, ,..., CO,,, each component existing in either a working or 
failing state. Such a system is in a working state if and only if k or more of its 
components are working, where 1 (k ( n. It is assumed that the components can 
only be tested individually, and every test gives perfect information as to whether 
the tested component is working or failing. Let Pi be the a priori probability that 
the component COi is working and Ci be the cost of testing component CO,. An 
optimal (minimum total expected cost) testing algorithm is an algorithm to 
determine the condition of a given symmetric coherent system by testing some of its 
components individually. In general, such an algorithm is a sequential process, that 
is, the next component o be tested is a function of the outcomes of the tests already 
applied. Every (optimal) testing algorithm corresponds to a (optimal) feasible 
testing policy which is basically a binary rooted tree with some component assigned 
to each node. In this paper an algorithm is presented for constructing an optimal 
feasible testing policy for symmetric coherent systems, where C,/P, # Cj/Pj and 
C,/( 1 - Pi) # C,/( 1 - Pi) whenever i #j. This algorithm can be implemented as an 
optimal testing algorithm with polynomial complexity. Moreover, it is proven that 
any optimal testing algorithm corresponds to some feasible testing policy which can 
be generated by this algorithm. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The fundamental assumptions in this paper are that the system consists of 
a set of not necessarily identical components S = {CO,, CO,,..., CO,,}, each 
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component existing in one of two states, namely working or failing. Let Xi be 
a binary variable which denotes the state of the component COi ; Xi = 1 if 
COi is working, otherwise, Xi = 0. The joint performance of the components 
is indicated by a vector X = (X,, X, ,..., X,). Similarly, the system can exist 
in either the working or failing state. The performance of the system is deter- 
mined by the joint performance vector X and by the binary Boolean function 
f(X), called the structure function [ 11, where f(X) = 1 if the system is 
working, otherwise f(X) = 0. The system is described by its set of 
components and its structure function using the notation (8,s) [ 11. A 
coherent system is a system (SJ) such that f is a nondecreasing function, 
f(0) = 0 and f(1) = 1, and where 1 = (1, l,..., 1) and 0 = (0,O ,..., 0). A 
coherent system can be considered as a model for systems with redundancy, 
for example, n-modular redundant system (nMR) [2,3]. 
In the theory of Boolean switching functions a nondecreasing function is 
called a positive unate function [4]. Iff(X, ,X2,..., X,) is positive unate and 
symmetric then there exists an integer k, 1 < k < n, such that f = 1 if and 
only if k or more of the Xi’s equal 1. For this reason we are going to call the 
coherent system (SJ), where f is a symmetric Boolean function, a 
symmetric coherent system (SCS), denoted by (S, n, k). Sometimes an SCS 
is referred to as a k-out-of-n system [5]. This system works (or produces 
fault-free output) if and only if k or more of its components are working (or 
produce fault-free outputs). The nMR system is an SCS, where 
k > [n/2] + 1. 
Let Pi, 0 < Pi < 1, denote the a priori probability that the component COi 
is working, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. We assume that the state of the components are 
independent of each other and no information is known in advance about the 
state of the system. In addition we assume the components can only be tested 
individually, and every test gives perfect information as to whether the tested 
component is working or failing. The cost of performing the test for 
component COi is Ci, Ci > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
An optimal testing algorithm is an algorithm which can determine the 
condition of the system with minimum expected total cost. Butterworth [5] 
has presented a branch and bound solution for the problem of constructing 
an optimal testing algorithm for a coherent system. Salloum [6] has 
presented a dynamic programming solution for the same problem. Both these 
solutions have exponential complexity. For an SCS, that is, k-out-of-n 
system, Butterworth [7] presented a solution for three special cases, the 
parallel system (k = I), the series system (k = n), and the third case for an 
SCS satisfying the following condition: 
There exists a permutation (i,, i, ,..., i,) of the set ( I, 2 ,..., n) such that 
tin 
“‘V. 
and 
‘i, ci2 
-<------- 
tin 
1 -pi, 
< **- <-----. 
‘” 1 -Pi2 1 -piti 
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Butterworth’s solutions for the above three cases have complexity 
@(n log n) in time and a(n) in space. Halpern [8] solved the problem of 
constructing an optimal testing algorithm for an SCS under the assumption 
that Ci = C for i= 1, 2,..., n. His algorithm can be implemented so that its 
complexity equals @(n log n) in time and a(n) in space. Halpern [9] has 
also formulated the problem as a sequential covering problem with uncer- 
tainty and has proposed a heuristic solution. Even though the solution is 
heuristic, it still has exponential complexity, but of course, the number of 
operations is much less than the number of operations required in finding an 
optimal solution by enumeration techniques uch as branch and bound and 
dynamic programming. 
The problem of screening data file [7] and the problem of converting a 
limited-entry decision table to an optimal computer program with either 
minimum average processing time or minimum storage requirement are 
equivalent o the problem under consideration. Reinwald and Soland [ 10, 1 l] 
have presented a branch and bound solution with exponential complexity for 
the decision table problem. 
In Section II some notation and definitions are presented. In Section III an 
optimal testing algorithm is presented for SCS, where C,/P, # Cj/ci and 
C,/( 1 - Pi) # Cj/( 1 - Pi) whenever i fj. This algorithm has complexity 
equal to P(n*k) in time and (4”(n) in space. In Section V we prove the 
optimality of this algorithm. 
II. NOTATION AND DEFINITIONS 
Binary rooted trees are used throughout this paper. We adopt the 
following labeling system for the nodes of a binary rooted tree: 
Let T be a binary rooted tree and NT be the set of all nodes of T. The 
elements of NT are labeled: 
(i) The root can be labeled by any symbol. 
(ii) If dE NT, R(d) refers to the right immediate successor of d, 
provided it exists. 
(iii) If d E NT, L(d) refers to the left immediate successor of d. 
provided it exists. 
(iv) If d E NT and the right (left) immediate successor of d does not 
exist, we say R(d) = 0 (L(d) = 0). 
(v) If d E NT and ai E {R, L} for i = 1,2 ,..., m, then 
a,(a2(a3(a4 .-. a,-,(a,(d)))) a..> = a, a2a3a4 ... a,-1 a,(d). 
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(vi) If d E NT, 
Rm(d) = RR ..a R(d) and L”(d) = LL ... L(d) 
m times m times 
for every nonnegative integer m. Note that Lo(d) = R’(d) = d. 
(vii) Also, the notation used is 
{R LJ” = {a*% -eea,IaiE {R,L}, l<i<m}. 
If m = 0 then {R, L}” denotes a set which consists of the empty sequence, 
that is, the sequence of length 0; {R, L}* is defined as U~=,{R, L}“. 
A triple F = (T, 0, r) is a testing policy for a given SCS CS = (S, n, k) if 
and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) T is a binary rooted tree with a root labeled by r. 
(ii) 8: NT-1 S, where NT is the set of all nodes in T, that is, 8 is a 
map which assigns some component o each node of T. If d = 0, we say 
8(d) = 0. 
(iii) If d E NT the left (right) branch of d is labeled with a 1 (0) to 
indicate that the component B(d) is working (not working). 
(iv) The testing process is performed by testing 6(r) first. If B(r) is 
working then the second component o be tested will be B(L(r)), otherwise 
8@(r)) will be tested second. This process terminates as soon as a terminal 
component (i.e., a component assignment o a terminal node) is tested. 
A testing policy F = (T, 0, r) for a given SCS CS = (S, n, k) is a feasible 
testing policy (FTP) if and only if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(i) F is a testing policy for CS. 
(ii) Every path in T has at least k different working components or at 
least IZ - k + 1 different faulty components, that is, the condition of the 
system can always be determined at the end of the testing process. 
Let F = (T, 8, r) be an FTP for a given SCS CS = (S, n, k). For every 
node d E NT we define the triple Fd = (Td, 8,, d) such that Td is the subtree 
of T with d as the root and 8,: NT, --+ S, B,(e) = B(e) for every e E NT,, 
where NT, is the set of all nodes of Td . Since e,(e) = e(e) for every e E NT,, 
we will drop the subscript d from Bd whenever there is no chance of 
confusion. Also we define the SCS CSC as CSZ = (S - {e(r), e(a,(r)),..., 
@m-,am-2 =..a,(r))},n-m,k-g), where a=a,,_,a,_,.+.a,(r) and g 
is the number of L’s in the sequence a,,-i, amwz,..., a,. It is obvious that F, 
is an FTP for the SCS CSZ. 
For every d E NT, let Pf: denote the probability that the component 8(d) is 
working and Cz denote the cost of testing component 8(d). The total 
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expected cost of a given FTP, F = (T, 19, r) for an SCS CS = (S, n, k) is 
defined as 
EC(CS,F)= c A,B,, 
Iis a path of T 
where A, (B,) is the total cost (probability) of testing the components which 
are assigned to the path 1. Whenever there is no chance of confusion we will 
use EC(F) in place of EC(CS, F). It is easy to prove the equations (a formal 
proof is given in [6]), 
EC(CS, F) = (1 -P&r,) WC%,,,, -FR(rd + f’,e(r, EWS:,,, 3 Fur,> 
= d is a zd, of T (the probability of testing 19(d)) Cf: . 
An optimal FTP F for SCS CS is an FTP with minimum total expected cost. 
For a given SCS, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all 
FTPs and the set of all testing algorithms. In fact a given testing algorithm is 
just a specific implementation of some FTP. An optimal testing algorithm is 
defined to be a testing algorithm which corresponds to an optimal FTP. 
For every two integers Q and b, we define the binary rooted tree 7’(a, b) as 
follows: if a < b or b < 0, then T(a, b) = 0. Otherwise T(a, b) is defined as 
shown in Fig. 1. Let CS = (S, n, k) be an SCS and 8: NT(n, k) + S be a map 
such that no path of T(n, k) has a repeated component. Then it is obvious 
that F = (T(n, k), 8, r) is an FTP for CS and every optimal FTP must have 
T(n, k) as its tree; hence, every tree considered in this paper will be of this 
Tb.b) 
FIG. 1. Definition of T(a, b). 
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type. Also it is obvious that if F is an optimal FTP for CS, then F, is an 
optimal FTP for CS:. 
In Section I we mentioned that Butterworth and Halpern have given 
optimal testing algorithms with polynomial complexity for some special 
SCSs. Now we are going to present hese algorithms. 
(1) Parallel System CS = (S, n, 1). Let 
An optimal FTP F = (T, f?, r) for this CS is T = T(n, 1) and 0(@(r)) = 
COij+! forj= 0, l,..., n - 1. 
(2) Series System CS = (S, n, n}. Let 
cil 
---< 
cil tin 
1 -PiI 
----< ..‘<----. 
1 -pi2 1 -Pi” 
An optimal FTP F = (T, 8, r) for this CS is T = T(n, n) and B(Lj(r)) = 
COii+, forj = 0, 1, 2 ,..., n - 1. 
(3) An SCS CS = (S, n, k) such that there exists a permutation 
(i,, &,..., i,) that satisfies 
and 
cif ci2 ---<--- 
tin 
1 -Pi, 1 -Pi2 
< *a. <-------. 
1 -Pi” 
An optimal FTP F = (T, 19, r) for this CS is T = T(n, k), and for 
j= 1, 2,..., n, &a(r)) = COii for every a E {R, L} * such that Ial =j - 1. 
(4) An SCS CS = (S, n, k) such that C, = C for i = 1,2,..., n. An 
optimal FTP F = F(S, n, k, r3, r) for this CS is determined recursively. Let 
pj, < pj, < *** <pi,,; 8(r) = COjn-ki,, F(S, n, k 8, r)Rcrj =F(S - (B(r)}, n - 1, 
k, 8, R(r)), and F(S, n, k, 0, r)Lcrj = F(S - {e(r)}, n - 1, k - 1,19, L(r)). 
Each of the first three preceding optimal FTPs can be represented by the 
sequence (CO,, , COi, ,..., CO,,). If the components are tested according to 
their order in this sequence until k working components or n - k + 1 faulty 
components are found, then we can consider this sequence as an optimal 
testing algorithm for these SCSs. The construction of this sequence requires 
only a sorting operation. Heapsort or Mergsort methods can sort n numbers 
with complexity equal to B(n log n) in time and F”(n) in space [ 121. 
Therefore the optimal testing aigorithm for these three cases of SCS has 
complexity equal to W(n log n) in time and a(n) in space. For SCSs which 
have Ci = C for i = 1, 2,..., n, the optimal FTP F(S, n, k, 0, r) defined 
4091101/1 I2 
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previously also can be implemented as an optimal testing algorithm with 
complexity equal to B(n log n) in time and 8(n) in space [6]. 
The presentation of the optimal testing algorithm which is going to be 
presented in Section III requires the definitions of some list operations. 
DEFINITION. A list L is an ordered set of elements represented by L = 
(ai,, ai,,-., a,,), where a,,, ui2 ,..., ain are the elements of L. 
DEFINITION. Let L be a list and ui4, aij elements of L. We say Uig <L Uij if 
and only if 4 < j. 
DEFINITION. Two lists L = (a,,, a, *,.,., a,,) and I= (bi,, biZ ,..., biq) are 
equal if and only if q = m and qi, = bij for j = 1, 2 ,..., m = q. 
DEFINITION. A list L is a sublist of a list I if and only if every element of 
L is in I and a <L b implies a (I b. 
DEFINITION. Let 1, J be lists. I-J is defined to be a sublist of I 
consisting of all elements which are in I but not in J. If J= (a) we write 
I-Jas I-a. 
DEFINITION. Let 1, J be lists. In J is defined to be a sublist of I 
consisting of all elements which are in both I and J. Note that Zn Jf Jn I, 
however, the set Z n J equals the set In J. 
DEFINITION. Let Z, J be lists. I + J is defined to be a list consisting of the 
elements in the list I followed by the elements in the list J. If J= (a) we write 
I+JasZ+a. 
DEFINITION. Let I be a list and m an integer. Im is defined to be a sublist 
of I such that it contains the first m elements of I. If m ( 0 we set I” = 0, 
and if m > 111, then Im = I. 
DEFINITION. Let Z be a list and i an integer. I(i) denotes the ith element 
in the list I. If i > (I( or i < 0, then we assume I(i) = 0 (i.e., the empty set 
0). 
III. AN OPTIMAL TESTING ALGORITHM FOR AN SCS WHICH HAS 
CJP, # Cj/Pj AND Ci/( 1 - Pi) # Cj/( 1 - Pj) WHENEVER i #j 
Let CS = (S, n, k) be an SCS such that CJP, # Cilpi and Cl/( 1 - Pi) # 
Cj/( 1 - Pj) whenever i #j. Let I = (i, , i, ,..., i,) and J = (j, , j, ,..., j,) be two 
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lists such that Ci,/Pi, < CiJPi2 < *.* < Ci~Pi, and Cj,/( 1 -Pi,) < 
Cj,/( 1 - Pj,) < ’ * ’ < Cj/(l - Pj,). It is obvious that for any such given SCS, 
there exist a unique Z and J. 
First we are going to present an algorithm for constructing an optimal 
FTP for CS, and then by modifying this algorithm, we will get an optimal 
testing algorithm for CS with complexity equal to @(n2k) in time and a(n) 
in space (see Fig. 2 for an illustration of Algorithm 1). 
Algorithm 1 
Input: CS = (S, n, k) such that C,/P, # Cj/Pj and C,/(l -Pi) # 
C,/( 1 - Pj) whenever i #j. 
Output: An optimal FTP for CS. 
Initialization: 
Step 1. Compute the lists Z and J. 
Step 2. An optimal FTP for CS = F(Z, J, n, k, 0, r) = (T(n, k), 8, r). 
PROCEDURE F(ZL, JL, a, b, 6, a). 
a and b are nonnegative integers. 
IL and JL are two lists of the same elements which are 1, 2,..., n. 
6: NT(a, b) + {COi 1 i E IL }. 
a is a symbol. 
F(ZL, JL, a, b, 6, a) = (T(a, b), 6, a). 
Step 1. If a < b or b = 0, then return F(ZL, JL, a, b, 6, a) = 0, 
otherwise go to Step 2. 
Step 2. LS=ZLbnJL”-““. 
Step 3. Choose any element in LS. Let z be the chosen element. 
Step 4. Return 6(a) = CO,, F(ZL, JL, a, b, 6, a)Rcnj = F(ZL - z, 
JL--,a-l,b,&R(a)) and F((ZL,JL,a,b,d,a),,,,= 
F(ZL -z, JL -z, a - 1, b - 1,6, L(a)). 
In the definition of the above procedure, F(ZL, JL, a, b, 6, a) is declared to 
1 n-k*1 
J 
Slr)=COz 
A 
F(I-I,J-r,n-l,k-1,8,1(r)] F(I-r.J-z.n-I.k,B,R(r)) 
FIG. 2. Illustration of Algorithm 1: z is any element in the list Zk n Jneki ‘; FTP F(Z, J, n, 
k, 6’, r) = (T, 0, r) for CS which has Z & J as the corresponding lists. 
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be a testing policy (T(u, b), 6, a), where 6 is determined by Steps 1-4. If 
b > 0 and a > b, then the list LS which is computed in Step 2 cannot be 
empty because jZLbl=b, (JLnmb+‘l=a-b+ 1 and IZL)=)JL(=a. Since 
F(Z, J, n, k, 0, r) = (T(n, k), 19, r) and no path of T(n, k) has a repeated 
component, thus F(Z, J, n, k, 0, r) which is generated by the above algorithm 
is an FTP for the given CS. 
In Step 3, the element z is chosen randomly from the list LS, so a different 
choice of z might generate different FTPs. In Section IV we will show that 
all these different FTPs have the same total expected cost. 
EXAMPLE 1. Let CS=(S,4,3) such that C,/P, < C,/P, < C,/P, < 
Cd/P, and CJ( 1 - P2) < C,/( 1 - P,) < C,/( 1 - P3) < C,/( 1 - P4). In Step 1 
of Algorithm 1 the lists Z and J would be computed, Z = (3, 1, 2,4) and J = 
(2, 1, 3, 4). In Step 2 of Algorithm 1, the Procedure F is called for IL = Z, 
JL = J, a = 4, b = 3, 6 = t9, and a = r. This call would generate an optimal 
FTP F((3, 1, 2,4), (2, 1, 3,4), 4, 3, 6, r) = (574, 3), 0, r) for CS. There are 
four possible values for F((3, 1,2,4), (2, 1, 3,4), 4, 3,13, r), however, 
Procedure F would generate only one of them. Let F, , F, , F,, and F4 denote 
the four possible optimal FTPs which are shown in Figs. 3a-d, respectively. 
Tables Ia-d show the operation which must be performed to generate F, , F,, 
F,, and F,. 
co, co, 
lo) Cbl 
co2 co2 
icl Ml 
FIG. 3. (a) The optimal FTP F, which can be generated by Procedure F for Example 1; 
(b) the optimal FTP F, which can be generated by Procedure F for Example 1; (c) the 
optimal FTP F, which can be generated by Procedure F for Example 1; (d) the optimal FTP 
F,, which can be generated by Procedure F for Example 1. 
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TABLE Ia 
The Operations Performed by Procedure F 
to Generate the Optimal FTP F, for Example 1 
Procedure 
1. F((3, 1,2,4), (2, L3,4), 
493,634 
2. F((3,2,4), (2,3,4), 3,3, 
0, R(r)) 
3. F((3,4), (3,4), 2, 3, 6, R2(r)) 
4. F((3,4), (3,4), 2,2,6, LRW) 
5. F((4), (4), 1, 2,6, RLW)) 
6. F((4), (4), 1, 1,6’,L*R(r)) 
7. F(0,0,0, LB, RL’R(r)) 
8. F(O, 0,0,0,6, L’R(r)) 
9. F((3.2,4), (2,3,4), 3,296, 
L(r)) 
10. F((2,4), (2,4), 2,2,6, RL(r)) 
11. Q(4), (4), 1, 2,0, R*L(r)) 
12. F((4), (4), 1, l,& LRL(r)) 
13. F(0,0,0, LB, RLRL(r)) 
14. F(0,0,0,0,6, L*RL(r)) 
15. F((2,4), (2,4), 2, LO, L’(r)) 
16. F((4), (4), 1, LO, RL*(4)) 
17. F(D, 0,0, 1, 6, R2L2(r)) 
18. F(0,0,0,0,& LRL’(r)) 
19. F((4), (4), LO, 6, L’(r)) 
- 
LS z Return 
(1,2) 1 
(2) 2 
(3) 3 
(4) 4 
(3,2) 3 
(2) 2 
(4) 4 
(2) 2 
(4) 4 
e(r) = CO, 
F((3,2,4), (2, 3,4), 3,3,6, R(r)) 
F((3,2,4), (2,3,4), 3.2,6, L(r)) 
@(R(r)) = CO, 
F((3,4), (3,4), 2, 3, 6, R’(r)) 
F((3,4), (3,4), 2, 2,6, LR(r)) 
F((3,4), (3,4), 2, 3.6, R*(r)) = 0 
B(LR(r)) = CO, 
F((4), (4),. 1, 2,6, RLR(r)) 
F((4), (4), 1, 1,8. L’R(r)) 
F((4), (4), 1, 2,8. RLR(r)) = 0 
B(L*R(r)) = CO, 
F(O, 0,0, 1, 0, RL’R(r)) 
F(0,1zr,0,0.6’, L’R(r)) 
F(0,0,0, 1,8, RL’R(r)) = 0 
F(0,0,0,0, 6, L’R(r)) = 0 
W(r)) = CO, 
F((2,4), (2,4), 2, 2,& R-f,(r)) 
F((2,4), (2,4), 2, 1,6, L’(r)) 
B(RL(r)) = CO2 
F((4), (4), 1, 2,6, R*L(r)) 
f’((4), (4), 1, l,& LRL(r)) 
F((4), (4), 1, 2,6, R’L(r)) = 0 
B(LRL(r)) = CO, 
F(0.0,0, 1,8, RLRL(r)) 
F(0,0,0.0,& L2RL(r)) 
F(0,0,0, 1.8, RLRL(r)) = 0 
F(0, 0,0,0.6, L’RL(r)) = 0 
@(L*(r)) = CO, 
F((4), (4), 1, 1,6, RL*(r)) 
F((4), (4), 1, 0,6, L ‘(4) 
B(RL*(r)) = CO, 
F(0,0,0, 1, B,R*L’(r)) 
F(0,0,0,0, 0, LRL*(r)) 
F(0,0,0, 1, 6, R*L’(r)) = 0 
F(0,0,0,0,& LRL’(r)) = 0 
Q(4), (4)) LO, 6, L3(r)) = 0 
Note. See Fig. 3a. 
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TABLE Ib 
The Operations Performed by Procedure F 
to Generate the Optimal FTP F, for Example 1 
Procedure LS z Return 
9. F((3,2,4), (2, 2,4), 3, 3, 0, (3,2) 2 @(L(r)) = CO, 
L(r)) F((3,4), (3,4), 2,Z 0, RW)) 
F((3,4), (3,4), 2, L4 L*(r)) 
10. F((3,4), (3,4), 2, 20, RL(r)) (3) 3 .9(&5(r)) = CO, 
q(4), (4), L2,4 R2L(r)) 
F((4), (4), I, LO, LRW)) 
‘5. F((3,4), (3,4), 2, 1, e,L’(r)) (3) 3 @(L’(r)) = CO, 
F((4), (4), 1, 1, 0, RL*(r)) 
F((4), (4), LO, 0, L3W) 
Note. See Fig. 3b. Entries not shown are exactly as in Table Ia. 
TABLE Ic 
The Operations Performed by Procedure F 
to Generate the Optima1 FTP F, for Example 1 
Procedure LS z Return 
1. F((3, 1, 2,4), (2, 1, 3,4), 4, 3, 
0, r) 
2. F((3, ‘,4), (1, 3,4), 3, 3, 0, 
R(r)) 
9. F((3, ‘,4), (1, 3,4), 3,2, 0, 
L(r)) 
10. F((l, 4), (1,4), 220, RL(r)) 
15. F((1,4), (1,4), 2, I,@, L’(r)) 
(62) 2 e(r) = CO, 
F((3, ‘,4), (1, 3,4), 3,370, R(r)) 
F((3, 1,4), (1, 3,4), 3, 2, 0, L(r)) 
(‘1 1 @(R(r)) = co, 
F((3,4), (3,4), 2,3,e, R%)) 
F((3,4), (3,4), 2,2,4 LR(r)) 
(3, 1) 3 @(L(r)) = CO, 
F((1, 4), (1,4), 2, 2, 0, RL(r)) 
F((1,4), (1,4), 2, l,e, L2(r)) 
(‘1 ’ B(RL(r)) = CO, 
F((4), (4), 1, 2, B, R’L(r)) 
F((4), (4), 1, 48, LR(r)) 
(1) 1 e(L+)) = co, 
F((4), (4), 1, ‘,e, RL2(r)) 
F((4), (4), ‘3 O,e L’(r)) 
Note. See Fig. 3c. Entries not shown are exactly as in Table Ia. 
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TABLE Id 
The Operations Performed by Procedure F 
to Generate the Optimal FTP F, for Example 1 
Procedure LS z Return 
9. F((3, 1,4), (1, 3,4), 3,274 (3, 1) 1 B(L(r)) = co, 
L(r)) F((3,4), (3,4), 2, 2, 0, Wr)) 
F((3,4), (3,4), 2, LO, L*(r)) 
10. F((3,4), (3,4), 2, 2,& RL(r)) (3) 3 @@L(r)) = CO, 
F((4), (4), 1, 2,4 R*L(r)) 
F((4), (4), 1, I,& LWr)) 
15. F((3,4), (3,4), 2, I, 0, L*(r)) (3) 3 @L’(r)) = CO, 
F((4), (4), 1, LO, RL2(r)) 
F((4), (4), I,@ 0, L’(r)) 
Note. See Fig. 3d. Entries not shown are exactly as in Table Ic. 
In general, two different types of optimal testing algorithms can be used. 
The first type generates a complete optimal FTP. We then test the system by 
using the generated optimal FTP. Such an algorithm is called an off-line 
optimal testing algorithm. The computation time for this algorithm and its 
application to testing a system equals at most g + h, where g is the time 
needed to construct the optimal FTP, and h is the time needed to test the 
system using the generated optimal FTP. Note that the length of the longest 
path in an optimal FTP equals n. The second type of algorithm finds the 
components which will be tested next and performs the test for this 
component. According to the result of this test, the algorithm again 
determines which component will be tested next. Such an algorithm is called 
an on-line optimal testing algorithm. Algorithm 1 can be considered as an 
off-line optimal testing algorithm because it generates an optimal FTP which 
can be used to test the system whenever the testing is needed. In general, the 
time and space complexity of this off-line optimal testing algorithm is 
exponential, however, Algorithm 1 can be rewritten as an on-line optimal 
testing algorithm with complexity equal to P(n’k) in time and P(n) in space. 
Algorithm 2 
An on-line optimal testing algorithm for an SCS which has C,/P, # Cj/Pj 
and C&l - Pi) # C,/(l - Pj) whenever i #j. 
Step 1. Compute the lists Z and J. 
Step 2. FO(Z, J, n, k). 
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PROCEDURE FO(IL, JL, a, b) 
IL and JL are two lists of the same elements. 
a and b are nonnegative integers. 
Step 1. If a < b then return “the system is faulty.” If b = 0 then return 
“the system is working.” Otherwise go to the next step. 
Step 2. Select an element z such that z E LS = ZLb n JLawb”. 
Step 3. Test the component CO,. If CO, is working then return 
FO(ZL - z, JL - z, a - 1, b - l), otherwise return FO(ZL - z, 
JL-z,a- l,b). 
Step 1 in Algorithm 2 is basically a sorting operation which can be done 
by Mergsort or Heapsort with complexity @(n log n) in time and @(n) in 
space. In Step 2 of the same algorithm, Procedure FO is called to determine 
the condition of a given system which is characterized by Z, J, n, and k. 
Procedure FO calls itself at most it times before it can determine the 
condition of the system. In Procedure FO, the number of operations required 
to perform Steps 1 and 3 is a constant. Note that in Step 3, IL - z and 
JL - z can be’computed by the operation “delete an element from a list,“’ 
which can be done in constant time if IL and JL are represented by linked 
list (see [ 121). An element z from the list IL b n JLa-bt’ can be computed 
by at most (n - k + 1) k operations. Therefore, the worst-case complexity of 
Algorithm 2 equals @(n’k) in time and b(n) in space. 
IV. THE PROOF FOR~PTIMALITY OF ALGORITHMS 1 AND 2 
It is obvious that the optimaiity of Algorithm 2 follows from the 
optimality of Algorithm 1, thus we will concentrate on Algorithm 1 only. 
The proof of this algorithm requires some more definitions. 
DEFINITION (The transformation 6). Let F = (T, 19, r) be an FTP for an 
SCS CS = (S, IZ, k). For every d E NT such that R(d) # 0, L(d) # 0, and 
w (4) = fww)), we define the FTP 6(F, d) = (T, E, r) for CS as 
c(e) = B@?(d)) = e(L(d)) if e=d, 
= 8(d) if e=R(d),L(d), 
= e(e) otherwise. 
In general, let d,, d, ,..., d,,, E NT (not necessarily distinct) such that the 
following two conditions hold: 
(9 @F, 4 4 . . . d,- i) is defined. 
(ii) R(d,,,) # 0, L(d,) # 0, and r(R(d,)) = T(L(d,,,)), where 
d(F, d, d, .a- d,-,) = (T, Z’, r). 
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Then FTP d(F, d, d, . -. d,) is defined as 
&F, 4 4 . ..d.)=6(8(F,d,d,...d,_,)d,). 
DEFINITION (Equivalent FTPs). Let F and H be the FTPs for an SCS 
CS = (S, n, k). F and H are equivalent if and only if there exists a sequence 
of nodes d,, d, ,..., d, E NT such that d(F, d,d, a,. d,) = H. 
DEFINITION (Z(CS), W(CS)). F or every SCS CS = (S, n, k), Z(CS) and 
W(CS) are defined as 
Z(CS) = j (il, i2,..., i,) JL+<...<>) 
11 12 ‘n t 
WCS)= (jl,j2,...,jn) &< 
1 
‘j2 ‘jn 1 -<.a-<-----. 
Jl 
1 -pj, l -pj,I 
The elements of Z(CS) and W(CS) can be considered as lists of components 
instead of lists of indices of components. Both notations are used throughout 
the proof interchangeably. 
DEFINITION (Partially consistent). An FTP F = (T, 19, r) for an SCS CS 
is partially consistent if and only if for every two nodes d, , d, E NT such 
that CSZ, = CSz2, we have EC(Fd,) = EC(F,2). 
DEFINITION (Consistent). An FTP F for an SCS CS is consistent if and 
only if every FTP equivalent o F is partially consistent. 
DEFINITION (Condition R). Let F = (T, S, r) be an FTP for an SCS 
CS = (S, n, k). A node d E NT such that R(d) # 0, satisfies Condition R 
with respect o F if and only if B(R(d)) = B(RL’(d)) and B(L ‘(d)) = B(L’R(d)) 
for every i 2 1 such that L’(d) # 0. 
DEFINITION (Condition L). Let F = (T, 13, r) be an FTP for an SCS 
CS = (S, n, k). A node d E NT such that L(d) # 0, satisfies Condition L 
with respect o F if and only if O@(d)) = B(LR’(d)) and O(R’(d)) = O(R’L(d)) 
for every i > 1 such that R’(d) # 0. 
DEFINITION (Condition A). Let F = (T, 0, r) be an FTP for an SCS 
CS = (S, n, k). F satisfies Condition A if and only if the following 
statements are satisfied: 
(1) If d E NT such that R(d) # 0, L(d) # 0, and &R(d)) = @(L(d)), 
then d satisfies both Conditions R and L with respect o F. 
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(2) For every d E NT such that R(d) # 0, L(d) # 0, and B(R(d)) # 
B(L(d)), there is no nonempty sequence a E {R, L} * such that B(Ra(d)) = 
WW))- 
(3a) For every d E NT such that L(d) # 0 and R”“‘(d) = 0 for some 
nonnegative integer m, the list (#(R(r)), O(R’(r)),..., t9(Rm(r))) is a sublist of 
the list (B(L(d)), B(RL(d)),..., B(R”L(d))). 
(3b) For every d E NT such that R(d) # 0 and Lm ‘l(d) = 0 for some 
nonnegative integer m, the list (O(L(d)), 8(L*(d)),..., @(L”(d))) is a sublist of 
the list (@R(d)), B(LR (d)), &L*(d)),..., B(L”R(d))). 
DEFINITION (Condition C). Let F = (T, 6, r) be an FTP for an SCS 
CS = (S, II, k), where S = {CO,, CO, ,..., CO,}. F satisfies Condition C if 
and only if the three following statements are satisfied: 
(1) For every d E NT such that R(d) # 0, Cz/Pz < C&,/P&,, . 
(2) There exists a list IS = (CO,,, COi2,..., CO,,) such that for every 
d E NT, the list (O(d), 8(R(d))) is a sublist of IS. 
(3) Same as part (3a) of Condition A. 
DEFINITION (Condition D). Let F = (T, 0, r) be an FTP for an SCS 
CS = (S, n, k), where S = {CO,, CO, ,..., CO,,}. F satisfies Condition D if 
and only if the following three statements are satisfied: 
(1) For every d E NT such that L(d) # 0, Cz/(l - P,“) < C$,/ 
(1 - cd 
(2) There exists a list JS = (COj,, CO,,,..., CO,,) such that for every 
d E NT, the list (B(d), fiJ(L(d))) is a sublist of JS. 
(3) Same as part (3b) of Condition A. 
DEFINITION (C-equivalence). An FTP F for an SCS CS‘ satisfies 
condition C-equivalence if and only if F is equivalent o H which satisfies 
Condition C. 
DEFINITION (D-equivalence). An FTP F for an SCS CS satisfies 
condition D-equivalence if and only if F is equivalent to H which satisfies 
Condition D. 
Let CS = (S, n, k) be an SCS such that C,/P, # Cj/Pj and C,/(l - Pi) # 
Cj/(l - Pj) whenever i #j. For such a system we have Z(CS) and W(CS), 
each consisting of only one element, and the lists Z and J (as defined in 
Section III) are the elements of Z(CS) and W(CS), respectively. 
The proof for optimality of Algorithm 1 requires the presentation of four 
different versions of this algorithm; in each one a unique z can be chosen 
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from the list LS. Consequently, each of these algorithms can generate only 
one FTP for a given KS. The choice of z is made such that the FTP 
generated by the first algorithm satisfies Condition A and partially satisfies 
Condition C, the FTP generated by the second algorithm satisfies 
Condition A and partially satisfies Condition D, the FTP generated by the 
third algorithm satisfies Condition C and the one generated by the fourth 
algorithm satisfies Condition D. 
Algorithm 3 
Input: CS = (S, n, k) such that C,/P, # Cj/Pj and C,/(l - Pi) # 
C,i/( 1 - Pi) whenever i #j. 
Output: An optimal FTP for CS. 
Initialization: 
Step 1. Compute the lists I and J. 
Step 2. An optimal FTP for CS = FAC(Z,J, n, k, 0, ~9, r). 
PROCEDURE FAC(ZL, JL, a, b, PL, 6, a). 
a and b are nonnegative integers. 
ZL and JL are lists of the same elements which are 1, 2,..., n. 
PL is a list consisting of elements in the set (1, 2,..., r). 
a is a symbol. 
6:NT(a,b)+ {COjliEZL}. 
FAC(ZL, JL, a, b, PL, 6, a) = (T(a, b), 6, a). 
Step 1. If a < b or b = 0, then return FAC(ZL, JL, a, b, PL, 6, a) = 0; 
otherwise go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Compute LS=PL+((ZL-PL)b-‘PL’n(JL-PL)Q-bt’-’Pf~’). 
Step 3. Return 6(a) = COLscI), FAC(ZL, JL, a, b, LS, 6, a)Rcaf = 
FAC(ZL - LS(l), JL - LS(l), c1- 1, b, LS - LS(l), &R(a)), 
and FAC(ZL, JL, a, b, LS, 6, a)Lca, = FAC(ZL - LS(l), JL - 
LS(l), a - 1, b - 1, LS - LS(l), 6, L(a)). 
Algorithm 4 
This algorithm is identical to Algorithm 3 except it uses a procedure called 
FAD in place of FAC. FAD differs from Procedure FAC only in the way the 
list LS is computed; namely, it computes the list LS as 
LS = PL + ((Jr, - PL)a-b+‘-‘PL’ n (ZL - PL)b-‘PL’). 
Algorithm 5 
Input: CS = (S, n, k) such that C,/P, # Cj/Pj and C,/(l -Pi) # 
Cj/( 1 -Pi) whenever i #j. 
Output: An optimal FTP for CS. 
Initialization: 
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Step 1. Compute the lists I and J. 
Step 2. An optimal FTP = FC(Z, J, n, k, 0, r) = (Z’(n, k), 0, r). 
PROCEDURE FC(IL, JL, a, b, 6, a). 
a and b are nonnegative integers. 
IL and JL are lists of the same elements which are 1, 2,..., n. 
a is a symbol. 
6: NT(u, b) j { COi 1 i E IL}. 
FC(ZL, JL, a, b, 6, a) = (T(a, b), 6, a). 
Step 1. If u < b or b = 0, then return FC(IL, JL, a, b, 6, a)= 0; 
otherwise go to Step 2. 
Step 2. Compute LS = ILb f7 JLaeb+‘. 
Step 3. Return 6(a) = COLs(Ij, FC(ZL, JL, a, b, 6,01)~(,~ = FC(IL - 
LS(l), JL - LS(l), a - 1, b, 6, R(a)), and FC(IL, JL, a, b, 
4 4LW = FC(IL - LS(l), JL - LS(l), a - 1, b - 1,6, L(a)). 
Algorithm 6 
This algorithm is identical to Algorithm 5 except it uses a procedure called 
FD in place of FC. FD differs from Procedure FC only in the way the list 
LS is computed; namely, it computes the list LS as 
LS = JLapb+’ n ILb. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the SCS of Example 1. It can be shown that 
F, = FC((3, I,2 4), (2, 1,3,4), 4,3,& r), F, =FAC((% 1,2,4), (2, 1, 3,4), 
4, 3,0,4 r), Fz, = FAD((3, 1,2,4), (2, 1,3,4), 4,390, r, r) = FD((3, 1, 2,4), 
(2, 1,3,4), 4,3, E, r). Also we can show that F,, F,, F,, and F, satisfy the 
following properties: 
(i) F, , F,, F3, and F4 are equivalent. 
(ii) F, satisfies Condition C. 
(iii) F, and F, satisfy Condition A. 
(iv) F, satisfies Condition D. 
In the next four theorems some of the properties of Procedures F, FAC, 
FAC, FC, and FD are presented. 
THEOREM 1. Let CS = (S, n, k) be un SCS. For a given I E Z(CS) and 
J E W(CS) the following statements are true: 
(i) FAC(I, J, n, k, 0, 8, r) = FAC(I, J, n, k, Ik n J”-kt’, 6, r). 
(ii) FAC(I, J, n, k, PL, 8, r) and FAC(I, J, n, k, Ik n Jnek+‘, 6, r) are 
equivalent for every list PL such that the set PL is equal to the set 
IknJ”-k+l 
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(iii) FAC(Z, J, n, k, PS, 19, r) and FAC(Z, J, n, k, Zk f7 Jnpk+‘, 6, r) are 
equivalent for every sublist PS of Zk n J”- kf ‘. 
(iv) FAC(Z, J, n, k, 0, 6, r) and FAC(Z, J, n, k, PS, 6, I) are equivalent 
for every sublist PS of Zk n Jnpk”. 
Proof: Statement (i) is obviously true. 
Statement (ii). Let PL be a list such that the set PL equals the set 
zknJ”-ktl. Let Zk n JnWktl = (a,, a2 ,..., a,) and PL = (a,,, ai, ,..., a,,). If 
a E (R, L}j for some j, 0 <j < m, then 6(a(r)) = COj and 8(a(r)) = CO,; 
otherwise, 0(a(r)) = 6(a(r)). Thus, FAC(Z, J, n, k, PL, 8, r) and FAC(Z, J, n, k, 
zknJ”-k+I ,6, r) are equivalent. 
If we let PL = PS + (Zk n J”-kt’-PS), then PL = PS + 
((I-ps)k-‘PSI n (J-ps)“-k+‘-IPSI ). Consequently, statement (iii) follows 
from statement (ii). Statement (iv) follows from statement (i) and statement 
(ii). 1 
LEMMA 1. Let CS = (S, n, k) be an SCS. For a given ZE Z(CS) and 
J E W(CS), the FTP F(Z, J, n, k, 8, r) is equivalent to FAC(Z, J, n, k, 0, A, r), 
where F(Z, J, n, k, 0, r) is any FTP which can be generated by Procedure F. 
Proof: By induction on n it is obvious that Lemma 1 is true for n = 1. In 
order to prove it is true for n + 1, assume it is true for n. Let CS = (S, n, k) 
be an SCS, Z E Z(CS), and JE W(CS). Let a E Zk n Jnmkt * such that 
6(r) = CO,, and PL be a list such that PL(1) = a, PL - a is a sublist of 
zk n Jn-k+23 and the set PL equals the set Zk n Jnpk ‘*. By Theorem l(iv), 
FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, 0, A, r) and FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, PL, 6, r) are equivalent. 
We have 6(r) = CO,, FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, PL, 6, r)R(rj = FAC(Z - a, J- a, n, 
k, PL - a, 6, R(r)), and FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, PL, 6, r)L(r, = FAC(Z - a, J - a, n, 
k- l,PL-a,d,L(r)). Since PL-a is a sublist of (Z-a)kn(J-a)“-kt’ 
and (Z- a)k-’ n (J- a)n-kt2, thus by Theorem l(iv), FAC(Z - a, J- a, n, 
k, PL - a, 6, R(r)) and FAC(Z - a, J - a, n, k - 1, PL - a, 6, L(r)) are 
equivalent to FAC(Z - a, J - a, n, k, 0, Z, R(r)) and FAC(Z - a, J - a, n. 
k - 1,0, Z, L(r)), respectively. 
Since e(r) = CO,, F(Z, J, n + 1, k, 8, r)R(rj = F(Z - a, J - a, n, k, e, R(r)), 
and F(Z, J, n + 1, k, 6, r)L(rj = F(Z-a,J-a,n,k- 1,&L(r)) and, by 
assumption, FAC(Z - a, J- a, n, k, 0, Z, R(r)) and FAC(Z - a, J - a, n, 
k - 1,0, Z, L(r)) are equivalent o F(Z - a, J - a, n, k, 8, R(r)) and F(Z - a, 
J - a, n, k - 1, 0, L(r)), respectively. Therefore, FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, 0,6, r) 
and F(Z, J, n + 1, k, 0, r) are equivalent, consequently, FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, 
0, A, r) and F(Z, J, n + 1, k, 8, r) are equivalent. 1 
THEOREM 2. Let CS = (S, n, k) be an SCS. For a given Z E Z(CS) and 
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JE W(CS), all possible FTPs which can be generated by Procedure F are 
equivalent. 
Proo$ The proof of Theorem 2 follows directly from Lemma 1. 1 
THEOREM 3. Let CS = (S, n, k) be an SCS. For a given I E Z(CS) and 
J E W(CS) the FTP F(I, J, n, k, t9, r) satisfies conditions C-equivalence and 
D-equivalence, where F(Z, J, n, k, 0, r) is any FTP which can be generated by 
Procedure F. 
Proof It is obvious that FC(I, J, n, k, 6, r) and FD(Z, J, n, k, 1, r) satisfy 
Conditions C and D, respectively. Since FC(I, J, n, k, 6, r) and FD(I, J, n, 
k, 0,1, r) can be generated by Procedure F, thus by Theorem 2, F(I, J, n, 
k, 0, r) satisfies conditions C-equivalence and D-equivalence. I 
THEOREM 4. Let CS = (S, n, k) be an SCS, and I E Z(CS) and 
J E W(CS). If PL is a list whose elements are taken from the set (1, 2,..., n}, 
then the following two statements are true: 
(i) FAC(Z, J, n, k, PL, 8, r) satisfies Condition A. 
(ii) FAD(Z, J, n, k, PL, 6, r) satisfies Condition A. 
Proo$ (i) The proof is by induction on n. For n = 1, it is obviously 
true. To prove it is true for n + 1, assume part (i) is true for fixed n. Let 
CS = (S, n + 1, k) be an SCS. Let Z E Z(CS), JE W(CS) and PL be a list 
consisting of elements taken from the set { 1,2,..., n + l}. To prove that 
FAC(I, J, n + 1, k, PL, 19, r) = (T, 0, r) satisfies Condition A, we have to 
prove statements l-3 of Condition A. 
If k = n + 1, then we have a series system and it is obvious that FAC(I, J, 
n + 1, k, PL, 0, r) satisfies Condition A. Assume k < n. The proof of 
statements 1 and 2 of Condition A: to prove that d satisfies Conditions R 
and L, and that there exists no a E {R, L}* such that B(Ra(d)) and 
&La(d)), let d E NT be such that R(d) # 0, L(d) # 0, and B(R(d))# 
@(L(d)). By Steps 2 and 3 of Procedure FAC, we get the information: 
(i) LS = PL + ((I- PL)k-‘PL’ n (J - PL)“-kt *-IpL’). 
(ii) B(r) = CO,,(,, . 
(iii) FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, PL, t9, r)R(rj = FAC(I - LS( l), J- LS(l), n, 
k, LS - LS(l), 0, R(r)). 
(iv) FAC(I, J, n t 1, k, PL, 8, rlLcrj = FAC(Z - LS(I), J- LS(I), n, 
k - 1, LS -M(l), e, L(r)). 
If d E NT,,,, or d E NT,,,, , then, by assumption, d satisfies statements 1
and 2 of Condition A. Assume d = r. Since B@(r)) # @(L(r)), thus LS has 
only one element. Therefore we have the following properties: 
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(i) FAC(Z, .I, n + 1, k, PL, 8, I)~(~) =FAC(Z-LS(l), J-LStl), n, 
k, 0, 8, R(r)). 
(ii) FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, PL, 8, I)~(~) =FAC(Z-LS(l), J-LS(l), % 
k- 1, 0, 8, L(r)). 
(iii) (Z-LLS(l))k-ln(J-LS(l))“-k+l =0. 
Let ZL=Z-LLs(1) and JL = J- LS(l). Therefore, ZLkp’ n JL”pk+’ = 0 
and we have the properties 
8tR(r)) = coKO, = coJLCj, for some j < n - k + 1, (1) 
etLtr)) = CoJL(n-k+Z) = coH.(i, for some i < k - 1. (2) 
Let ZP = IL -IL(k), JP = JL - JL(j), ZQ = IL - IL(i), and JQ = JL - 
JL(n - k + 2). Thus, we have 
ZPk=ZLk-ZL(k)+ZL(k+ l), (3) 
JP”-k = JLnek+’ - JL(j), (4) 
ZPk-’ = ZLk - IL(k), (5) 
Jpn-k+l =JLn-ktl - JL(j) + JL(n - k + 2), (6) 
ZQk-’ = ZLk-’ -IL(i) + IL(k), (7) 
JQn-k+’ = JLn-k+2 - JL(n -k + 2), (8) 
ZLke2 = ZLk-’ -IL(i), (9) 
JL”-k+2 = JLn-k+2 - JL(n - k + 2) + JL(n -k + 3). (10) 
Since ZLk-’ n JLnekt’ = 0, then by using Eqs. (I), (2), we get: 
(i) FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, PL, 8, r)LRc,) = FAC(ZP, JP, n - 1, k - 1, 0, 
4 LR W), 
(ii) I;AC(Z, J, n + 1, k, PL, 6, r)R2(1) = FAC(ZP, JP, TI - 1, k, 0, 8, 
R 2@))y 
(iii) FA C(Z, J, n + 1, k, PL, 19, r)L2c,.) = FAC(ZQ, JQ, n - 1, k - 2, 0, 
0, L2(r)), 
(iv) FAC(Z, J, n + 1, k, PL, 8, r)RLfr) = FAC(ZQ, JQ, n - 1, k - 1, 0, 
0, RL(r)). 
Therefore, by using Eqs. (3~(lo), we get 
W2W = co,L(kt 1) = ~OJLC,, forsome q<n--k+ 1, (11) 
WW))= CoJL(n-k+2), (12) 
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(13) 
wZw = COJW-k,,, = C&,m, forsome m<k- 1. (14) 
Using Eqs. (I), (2), (1 l)-( 14), we get: 
(i) 8@(r)) = B(RL(r)). In fact, we can show that B@‘(r)) = 
8(R’L(r)) for i = 1,2 ,..., it - k + 1. 
(ii) 8&(r)) = epqr)). 
(iii) e(zz*(r)) f e(uqr)). 
(iv) e(L*(q z e(RL(r)). 
Since 8(R *(r)) # B(LR(r)), thus by assumption there is no a E {R, L } * such 
that B@?&(r)) = B(LaR(r)). Similarly, since B(L*(r)) # B(RL(r)), there is no 
a E {R, L}* such that 8(Z?a(r)) = B(La(r)). This conclusion means that 
statement 2 of Condition A is satisfied. 
Since 8(R *(r)) # B(LR(r)), then by assumption, R(r) satisfies Condition L, 
therefore B(LR(r)) = B(LR’(r)) for i= 1,2,..., n - k + 1. Since 8(L(r)) = 
B(LR(r)) and @(R’(r)) = B(R’L(r)), thus the node r satisfies Condition L. 
Similarly we can prove that Y satisfies Condition R. Therefore, statement 1of 
Condition A is satisfied. 
Now we prove statement 3 of Condition A. It is easy to see that {e(r), 
8@(r)),..., B(ZYk+‘(r))} = {COi ] ZE PL + (.Z- PL)“-k+2-‘PL’} and {B(r), 
e(qr)), e(RLp)),..., e(ztn-k+lL(r))j = {coi 1 i E PL + (J- PL)n-k+3-IPLI 1. 
The components {CO, 1 i E PL) appear on the paths (B(r), @(R(r),..., 
B(ZYk+i(r))) and (B(r), O(L(r)), e(RL(r)),..., B(R”-k+lL(r)) according to 
their order in PL. Moreover, the components {CO, ( i E (J- PL)“-k+2-‘PLI} 
appear on the same two paths according to their order in I. Also, every 
component in { COi 1 i E PL} appears on these two paths before any 
component in {CO, ] i E (.Z- PL)“-k+3-IPL’}. Therefore, (B@(r)), e@*(r)),..., 
B(Rnmk+‘(r))) is a sublist of (O(L(r)), &RL(r)),..., t?(R”-kt ‘L(r))). In the 
same way we can prove that (O(L(r)), B(L*(r)),..., t9(Lk-l(r))) is a sublist of 
(B(R(r)), tY(LR(r)),..., 8(Lk-‘R(r))). Therefore, statement 3 of Condition A is 
satisfied. Thus, I;AC(Z, .Z, n + 1, k, PL, 0, Y) satisfies Condition A. In the 
same way, we can prove FAD(Z, J, n, k, PL, 6, I) satisfies Condition A. 1 
The proof for optimality of F(Z, J, n, k, t9, r) requires four theorems which 
have been presented and proven in [6]. We are going to state those four 
theorems and then they will be used to prove the optimality of F(Z, J, n, 
k, e, r>. 
THEOREM 5. Zf F = (T, 0, r) and H = (T, r, r) are equivalent feasible 
testing procedures of a symmetric oherent system, then: (i) The sets {O(r), 
exam, f9(a,Q%., Wbs,-, -a. al(r))} and V'(r), W,(r)), r@,a,(r)),..., 
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T(a,a,-, .-+ a,(r))} are equal for any sequence a,amel ..f a, E {R, L)*, 
such that a,a,-, ..a a,(r)# 0 and Ra,a,-, .a’ a,(r) = La,a,-, *.. 
al(r) # 0, that is, the corresponding paths of F and H have the same 
components. (ii) If F is consistent then so is H, and vice versa. (iii) If F (or 
H) is consistent then EC(F) = EC(H). (iv) If F or H is an optimal, then both 
of them are optimal and consistent. 
THEOREM 6. If CS = (S, n, k) is an SCS such that CiIPi # CjlPj and 
C,/(l - Pi) f Cj/( 1 - Pi) for every i, j E { 1, 2,..., n}, i # j, then the following 
two statements are true: 
(1) There exist a unique H and a unique Q such that the following 
conditions are satisfied: (i) H and Q are FTPs for CS. (ii) H satisfies 
Condition C and Q satisfies Condition D. (iii) If F is an FTP for CS 
satisfying both conditions D-equivalence and C-equivalence, then F has H 
and Q as C-equivalent and D-equivalent, respectively. 
(2) If F and G are FTPs for CS satisfying both conditions 
C-equivalence and D-equivalence, then they are equivalent; and if one of 
them is consistent, then EC(F) = EC(G). 
THEOREM 7. Let F = (T, 0, r) be an optimal FTP for a given SCS CS = 
(S, n, k) such that C,/P, # C,/Pj for i, j E (1, 2 ,..., n}, if j. If F satisfies 
Condition A, then F satisfies condition C-equivalence. 
THEOREM 8. Let F = (T, 8, r) be an optimal FTP for a given SCS CS = 
(S, II, k) such that C,/(l - Pi) # Cj/( 1 - Pi) for i, j E { 1, 2 ,..., n}, i + j. If F 
satisfies Condition A, then F satisfies condition D-equivalence. 
THEOREM 9. If CS = (S, n, k) is a SCS such that Ci/Pi # Ci/Pj and 
Ci/( 1 - Pi) # C,/( 1 - Pj) for i, j E { 1, 2 ,,.., n}, i #j, then F(I, J, n, k, t?, r) is 
an optimal FTP for CS. (Note that there is only one choice for I and J.) 
Proof By induction on n. It is obvious that Theorem 9 is true for n = 1. 
In order to prove it is true for n + 1, assume the theorem is true for fixed n. 
Let G = (T, 6, r) be an optimal FTP for CS. Thus, GRtrj and GLcrj are 
optimal FTPs for CS&, = (S - (6(r)}, n, k) and CSE,,, = (S - {6(r)}, 
n, k - l), respectively. Let 6(r) = COi. Thus by assumption, F(I - i, J - i, n, 
k, e, R(r)) and F(I - i, J - i, n, k - 1, 8, L(r)) are optimal FTPs for CS$,, 
and C%,,, , respectively. Thus from Theorems 2 and 5, it follows that 
FAC(I-i,J-i,n,k,@,I,R(r)) and FAC(I-i,J-i,n,k- 1,0,r,L(r)) 
are optimal. By Theorem l(iv), FAC(I - i, J - i, n, k, 0, r, R(r)) and 
FAC(I - i, J - i, n, k - 1,0, r, L(r)) are equivalent to FAC(I - i, J - i, n, k, 
(I- ilk-1 n (J- i)“-k+’ ,E, R(r)) and FAC(I- i, J- i, n, k- 1, (J- i)k-l n 
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(J - i)“-k+ 1, E, L(r)), respectively. Thus by Theorem 5, FA C(Z - i, J - i, n, k, 
(I- ilk-1 n (J- i)“-k+’ ,&,8(r)) andFAC(Z-i,J-i,n,k-l,(Z-i)k-lf? 
(J - i)“-k+ 1, E, L(r)) are optimal. 
Define the FTP H= (Z’, 1, r) as follows: n(r) = 6(r), ZZRlrJ = F,4C(Z- i, 
J-i, n, k, (Z- i)k-l n (J- i)“-k+l, s,R(r)), and ZZL(,.) =FAC(Z- i, J- i, n, 
k- l,(Z-i)k-‘n(J-i)n-kt’,e,L(r)). Thus, H=FAC(Z,J,n+ l,k, 
(i), 1, Y). Since ZZRcr) and ZZLtr) are optimal, thus, EC(H,,,,) = EC(G,,,,) and 
WHur,) = W%,). C onsequently, H is optimal. By Theorem 4, H 
satisfies Condition A. Thus by Theorems 7 and 8, H satisfies conditions 
C-equivalence and D-equivalence. By Theorems 3 and 6, P(Z, J, n + 1, k, 19, r) 
is optimal. I 
We are going to prove that conditions C-equivalence and D-equivalence 
are necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimality of an FTP for an 
SCS CS = (S, n, k) which has CJP, # Cj/Pj and C,/( 1 - Pi) # Cj/( 1 - PI) 
whenever i # j. Using this result we will prove that any optimal FTP can be 
generated by Procedure F by making the appropriate choice for element z 
(see Procedure F). 
THEOREM 10. Let CS = (S, n, k) be an SCS such that C,/P, # Cj/Pj and 
C,/(l -Pi)# Cj/(l -Pj) for i,jE { 1, 2 ,..., n}, i#j. An FTP G for CS is 
optimal if and only if G satisfies conditions C-equivalence and 
D-equivalence. 
Proo$ Assume G satisfies conditions C-equivalence and D-equivalence. 
Since F(Z, J, n, k, 19, r) is optimal and satisfies conditions C-equivalence and 
D-equivalence, thus by Theorems 5 and 6, G is optimal. Assume G is 
optimal, we prove that G satisfies conditions C-equivalence and 
D-equivalence. The proof is by induction on n. It is obvious that it is true for 
n = 1. Assume the statement is true for fixed n, that is, if G is an optimal 
FTP for CS = (S, n, k), then G satisfies conditions C-equivalence and 
D-equivalence. To prove the statement for n + 1, let CS = (S, n + 1, k) be 
an SCS such that C,/P, # Cj/Pj and C,/( 1 - Pi) # Cj/( 1 - Pj), i, j E { 1, 2,..., 
n + I}, i # j. Let G = (T, 6, r) be an optimal FTP for CS. By assumption, 
G R(r) and Gm satisfy conditions C-equivalence and D-equivalence. 
Let 6(r) = COi, By Theorems 2, 3, and 9, F,4C(Z --‘i, J - i, n, k, 0, r, R(r)) 
and FAC(Z - i, J - i, n, k - 1,0, Z, L(r)) are optimals and satisfy conditions 
C-equivalence and D-equivalence. By Theorem 1 (iv) FAC(Z - i, J - i, n, k, 
(Z- ilk-1 n (J- i)n-k+‘, e,R(r))andFAC(Z-i,J-i,n,k-l,(Z-i)k-’n 
(J- i)“-k+’ , E, L(r)) are equivalent to FAC(Z- i, J- i, n, k, 0, r, R(r)) 
and FAC(Z - i, J - i, n, k - 1,0, Z, L(r)), respectively. Thus, FAC(Z - i, 
J-i,n,k,(Z-i)k-ln(J-i)“-kfl ,.s,R(r)) and FAC(Z-i,J-i,n,k-1, 
(I- ilk-1 n (J - i)“-k+ 1, E, L(r)) satisfy conditions C-equivalence and 
D-equivalence. Thus by Theorem 6, GR(,.) and GLcr, are equivalent to 
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FAC(Z-i,J-i,n,k,(Z-i)k-1~(J-i)“-kt1,~,R(r))andFAC(Z-ii,J-i, 
n,k-l,(Z-i)k-‘n(J-i)n-k+l , E, L(r)). Thus, H = FAC(Z, .Z, n + 1, k, (i), 
8, r) is optimal and equivalent o G. By Theorem 4, H satisfies Condition A, 
and by Theorems 7 and 8, H satisfies conditions C-equivalence and 
D-equivalence. I 
LEMMA 2. Zf G = (T, 6, r) is an FTP equivalent to F(Z, J, n, k, 6, r), then 
6(r)E (COi)iEZknJ”-k+‘}. 
Proof: By induction on n. Obviously Lemma 2 is true for n = 1. To 
prove it is true for n + 1, assume the lemma is true for fixed n. 
Let CS = (S, n + 1, k) be an SCS, and let G = (T, 6, r) be an FTP 
equivalent to F(Z, J, n + 1, k, 8, r) for some Z E Z(CS) and J E W(CS). If 
6(r) = e(r), then 6(r) E { COi ( i E Zk n Jnwk+*}. 
Assume 6(r) # e(r) and e(r) = COj. It is obvious that there exists H = 
(TRW 3 4 W-1) and Q = (TLC,.), Z’, L(r)) such that H and Q are equivalent o 
F(Z-j, J-j, n, k, 0, R(r)) and F(Z- j, J-j, n, k - 1, 0, L(r)), respectively, 
and 6(r) = I@(r)) = Z&(r)). Thus by assumption, 6(r) E { COi / i E 
(Z-i)kn(J-j)“-k+‘} and 6(r) E {COi 1 i E (Z-j)k-l n (J-j)n-kc’}. 
Therefore, 6(r) E ( COi 1 i E Zk f7 J”-kf2}. @ 
THEOREM 11. Let CS = (S, n, k) be an SCS such that Ci/Pi # Cj/Pj and 
C,/( 1 - Pi) P Cj/( 1 - Pj), for i, j E ( 1, 2 ,..., n }, i # j. rf G is an optimal FTP 
for CS, then G can be generated by Procedure F by making the appropriate 
choice for z. 
Proof. By induction on n. It is obvious that Theorem 11 is true for n = 1. 
To prove it is true for n + 1, assume the theorem is true for fixed n. 
Let CS = (S, n + 1, k) be an SCS such that Ci/Pi # Cj/Pj and 
C,/(l-Pi)#Cj/(l-P,) for i,jE {1,2 ,..., n}, i#j. Let G=(T,S,r) be an 
optimal FTP for CS. By Theorem 10, G satisfies conditions C-equivalence 
and D-equivalence. Let F(Z, J, n + 1, k, 0, r) be any FTP generated by 
Procedure F. By Theorem 3, F(Z, J, n + 1, k, 8, r) satisfies conditions 
C-equivalence and D-equivalence. Thus by Theorem 6, G and F(Z, J, n + 1, 
k, 8, r) are equivalent and by Lemma 2 6(r) E Zk n Jnwkt2. Since by 
assumption GRcr) and GLtr) can be generated by Procedure F by proper 
choice of z, therefore, G can be generated by the same procedure by making 
the appropriate choice for element z. a 
V. CONCLUSION 
We have presented an algorithm (Algorithm 1) for generating an optimal 
FTP for any given SCS, where C,/P, # Cj/Pj and C,/( 1 - Pi) # Cj/( 1 - Pj) 
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whenever i#j. This algorithm can be implemented as an on-line optimal 
testing algorithm (Algorithm 2) with complexity @(n’k) in time and @(n) in 
space, however, this implementation is not the best as far as complexity is 
concerned. The authors have shown that by using priority queue and 
permutation inverse, and proving some additional properties of Algorithm 1 
we can implement his algorithm as an on-line optimal testing algorithm with 
complexity B(n log n) in time and B(n) in space [6]. 
For an SCS which has Ci/Pi # Ci/Pj and C,/(l -Pi) # Cj/(l - Pj) 
whenever i#j, it is easy to show that Butterworth’s and Halpern’s 
algorithms are special cases of Algorithm 2. In addition to the optimality of 
Algorithm 1 we have shown that this algorithm can generate any given 
optimal FTP by making the appropriate choice of elements. Consequently, 
any optimal testing algorithm corresponds to some FTP which can be 
generated by Algorithm 1. 
For general SCS, the lists Z and J are not necessarily unique. The authors 
(61 have extended Algorithm 1 for a general SCS by proving that F(Z, J, n, 
k, 8, r) is an optimal FTP regardless of which Z and J are chosen in 
generating this FTP. 
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